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Anderson, Walter (RADM) - D/ONI; Commander Battleships, Pacific Fleet
Bellinger, Patrick (RADM)-Commander Patrol Wing Two; co-author Martin-Bellinger Report
Bloch, Claude (ADM)-Commandant 14th Naval District (Hawaii)
Burke, Arliegh (ADM)-Confidant of SECDEF Cheney
Bratton, Rufus (Col)-Chief, Far Eastern Section, Military Intelligence Division
Forrestal, James-Secretary of the Navy after Knox
Friedman, William—cryptographer credited with solving PURPLE MAGIC
Furgeson, Homer-Senator (R-Michigan)
Gatch, Thomas-Navy Judge Advocate General
Gerow, Leonard (MGEN)-Chief of Army War Plans
Grew, Joseph-US Ambassador to Japan
Haan, Kilsoo-Korean spy
Halsey, William (ADM)-Commander Aircraft Battle Force Pacific Fleet
Hanify, Edward-Junior Counsel for Admiral Kimmel
Hart, Thomas (ADM)-Commander-in-Chief Asiatic Fleet; Headed Hart Investigation
Hewitt, H. Kent, (VADM)-Headed Hewitt Investigation
Hirohito-Emperor of Japan
Hopkins, Harry-Advisor to President Roosevelt; suspected Soviet spy
Hull, Cordell- Secretary of State
Kimmel, Husband (ADM/RADM)-Commander-in-Chief, Pacific Fleet
King, Ernest (FADM)-Chief of Naval Operations after Stark
Kirk, Alan (Captain) D/ONI March 1941 to October 1941
Knox, Frank-Secretary of the Navy
Kramer, Alvin (LCDR)-Section Chief Naval Intelligence
Krick, Harold (CDR)-Naval Aide to CNO Stark
Kurusu, Saburo-Japanese Ambassador to the United States
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MacArthur, Douglas (GEN)-Commanding General Philippines
Marshall, George (GEN)-Army Chief of Staff
Martin, Frederick (MGEN)-Commander Hawaii Air Force; co-author Martin-Bellinger Report
McCullum, Arthur (LCDR)-Head of Far Eastern Section, Naval Intelligence, WDC
Miles, Sherman (BGEN)-Chief of Army Intelligence, WDC
Morehouse, Albert (LCDR)-USN author 7/41 report re British air-dropped torpedoes
Morgenthau, Henry-Secretary of the Treasury
Morimura, Tadashi, aka., Takeo Yoshikawa-Japanese spy Honolulu Consulate
Nagumo, Chuichi-Commander-in-Chief, First Air Fleet, Kido Butai
Nimitz, Chester (FADM)-Commander-in-Chief Pacific Fleet after Kimmel
Nomura, Kichisaburo (ADM)-Japanese Ambassador to the United States
Noyes, Leigh (RADM)-Director, Naval Communications
Opie, James (LCDR)-USN observer Battle of Taranto
Osten, Von der-German Abwehr spy
Popov, Dusko-FBI/MI-6/Abwehr spy
Richardson, J. O. (ADM)-Commander-in-Chief Pacific Fleet before Kimmel
Roberts, Owen-Associate Justice Supreme Court; Chairman Roberts Commission
Rochefort, Joseph (CAPT)-Office of Naval Intelligence Hawaii
Roosevelt, Franklin-President of the United States
Rugg, Charles-Chief Counsel for Admiral Kimmel
Safford, Laurance (CAPT)-Head, Naval Communications Intelligence
Short, Walter (LGEN)-Commanding General, Hawaiian Department
Smedberg, William (LCDR)-Naval Aide to CNO Stark
Stark, Harold (ADM) - Chief of Naval Operations
Stimson, Henry-Secretary of War
Tojo, Hideki-Prime Minister of Japan
Turner, Richmond (RADM) - Chief of Naval War Plans
White, Harry Dexter-Asst. Sec. of the Treasury; Soviet spy
Wilkinson, Theodore (RADM)-Director of Naval Intelligence Oct to Dec 1941
Yamamoto, Isoroku (ADM)-Commander Imperial Japanese Navy
Yoshikawa, Takeo, aka., Tadashi Morimura-Japanese spy Honolulu Consulate
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